Abstract. We propose an effective and efficient way to automatically predict clothes size for users to buy clothes online. We take human height and dressed-human silhouettes in front and side views as input, and estimate 3D body sizes with a data-driven method. We adopt 20 body sizes which are closely related to clothes size, and use such 3D body sizes to get clothes size by searching corresponding size chart. Previous image-based methods need to calibrate camera to estimate 3D information from 2D images, because the same person has different appearances of silhouettes (e.g. size and shape) when the camera configuration (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) is different. Our method avoids camera calibration, which is much more convenient. We set up our virtual camera and train the relationship between human height and silhouette size under this camera configuration. After estimating silhouette size, we regress the positions of 2D body landmarks. We define 2D body sizes as the distances between corresponding 2D body landmarks. Finally, we learn the relationship between 2D body sizes and 3D body sizes. The training samples for each regression process come from a database of 3D naked and dressed bodies created by previous work. We evaluate the whole procedure and each process of our framework. We also compare the performance with several regression models. The total time-consumption for clothes size prediction is less than 0.1 second and the average estimation error of body sizes is 0.824 cm, which can satisfy the tolerance for customers to shop clothes online.
Introduction
Suitable clothes size plays a vital role in successful transactions of shopping clothes online. However, it is not easy for customers to achieve fitness when they buy clothes online. On one hand, customers need to possess professional skills to measure themselves with a special tool like a tape in a relatively private space.
On the other hand, customers have to check the size charts of items because of various size standards for different countries and different clothes brands. In a word, the techniques for automatic clothes size suggestion are in demand. We adopt 20 body sizes (Figure 2 (b) ) which are related to clothes size, including length information and girth information of 3D bodies. Given such 20 body sizes, clothes size can be obtained by searching corresponding size chart. Therefore, we put emphasis on the automatic estimation of 3D body sizes.
Images contain valuable information and are quite convenient to get, so we devote ourselves to automatic image-based methods. Generally speaking, there are two ways to predict body sizes using images. One way is to measure 3D body shapes which are reconstructed from images, while another way is to utilize body landmarks which are extracted from images.
Image-based human body reconstruction has attracted lots of researchers. Some researchers learn the relationship between 2D positions in image and corresponding depth information using a database of 3D bodies. Some investigators train a parametric human body model with a body database and use images as constraints to deform a template mesh. Some methods integrate both ideas illustrated above for body reconstruction. They firstly estimate rough bodies according to the appearances of silhouettes using machine learning methods. Then the bodies are refined geometrically to satisfy the body contours of silhouettes. Body sizes are acquired by measuring 3D bodies reconstructed with these methods.
A few works firstly detect landmarks from body contours and then predict body sizes using body landmarks. Various ways have been tried to detect landmarks positions, which are introduced in section 2.1, but they have their limitations. Manual label requires a professional sense of landmarks locations and costs time and energy. Corner points detection restricts landmarks to be corner points and is very sensitive to the quality of silhouettes. Some researchers extract landmarks using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) for 2D curves which is time-consuming. Song et al. [1] adopt a 3D landmarks regression method which is very efficient and not sensitive to body contour appearances for using global information. However, they need camera calibration for regressing 3D landmarks from 2D silhouettes. Usually, machine learning methods are used to predict 3D body sizes from body landmarks.
Similar to the 3D landmarks regression method [1] , we regress 2D landmarks from silhouettes. However, we do not calibrate camera but require height as input, which is much easier to get. Camera configuration (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) has an influence on the size and shape of the human silhouette. The shape of the silhouette is affected little when the camera points to the center of human body at a relatively far distance in orthogonal view. The size of the silhouette is estimated using height under a fixed camera configuration. Then we regress the positions of 2D landmarks from resized silhouettes. Different from [1], we do not reconstruct 3D human body but learn body sizes using 2D landmarks. We introduce the framework and main processes of our method in section 3 and evaluate them in section 4.
For the specific task of body sizes estimation, the advantages of our method are summarized as: (a) automatic, (b) efficient (the total time-consumption is within 0.1 second), (c) effective (the average error is 0.824 centimeter) and (d) free of camera calibration. Previous methods can only satisfy part of the advantages stressed above. Additionally, our method is easy to be integrated into clothes shopping websites.
Related Work

Landmarks Detection Methods
Zhu et al. [2] manually label the positions of 2D landmarks. Lin and Wang [3] represent the front and side silhouettes with chain code 3 and detect corner points at 90-degree angles. They define body landmarks as some of these corner points with their criterions. Nguyen [4] define landmarks locations at a template body contour and detect landmarks for other body contours using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) for 2D curves. Cheng et al. [5] detect 2D body landmarks from a depth image of minimally-dressed people with a boosting tree regression method. Similar to [5] , Song et al. [1] regress 3D landmarks from the front and side silhouettes of normally-dressed people. They design different feature descriptors for regression. They are inspired by the methods applied to human face such as face alignment [6] [7] [8] and face recognition [9] .
Regression Methods
Regression is a statistical process for estimating the relationship among variables. For our tasks, we have tried linear and non-linear regression models and compare their results. Linear regression models are often fitted using the least squares approach, but they may also be fitted in other ways. Ridge regression [10] adds an L2-norm regularization to the linear least squares function. They are generally used when multicollinearity is present or when overfitting is a problem. Random forest [11] regression fits a number of classifying decision trees on various subsamples of the dataset and use averaging to improve the predictive accuracy and control over-fitting. Gradient boosting regression [12] produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models, typically decision trees. Like other boosting methods, gradient boosting combines weak regressors into a strong one in an iterative manner. The successor regressor learns to correct its predecessor by reducing the residual. Support vector machine [13] (SVM) is used for classification and regression. In addition to linear classification, SVM can efficiently perform non-linear classification using kernel trick [14] by implicitly mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces.
Image-based 3D Human Body Reconstruction
Chen and Cipolla [15] reconstruct 3D models from a single view by learning the relationship between 2D positions in an image and their corresponding depth information. They firstly use a template shape to encode the 2D positions in an image and corresponding depth information for 3D bodies in the database. Then they perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension of 2D positions and depth information. Finally, they trained the Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) from the combinational inputs of both 2D positions and depth information. Balan et al. [17] estimate 3D body shapes from dressed-human silhouettes in 4 views by optimizing a parametric human model (SCAPE [16] ). They calibrate cameras for 4 views and set higher weight for exposed-skin parts. They optimize the body model through minimizing the pixels differences between silhouettes and projections of target mesh in 4 views. Boisvert et al. [18] reconstruct 3D human shape from front and side silhouettes by integrating both geometric and statistical priors. Firstly, they train a nonliner function connecting silhouettes appearances and body shapes to make a first approximation. Secondly, with body contours as constraints, body shapes are globally deformed along the principal directions of body database. Finally, they deform body shapes locally to ensure more fitness to input silhouettes. Fig. 1 . Overview. We compute the bounding box of human contour in input silhouette and calculate the ratio BBH/BBW (i.e. the height of the bounding box divides the width of the bounding box). According to BBH/BBW and height information, we estimate BBH under our virtual camera configuration and resize silhouette. For both front and side silhouette, we regress the positions of 2D landmarks. 3D body sizes are estimated using corresponding 2D landmarks distances. Finally, clothes sizes are obtained through searching the size chart. We use a database of 3D naked and dressed bodies to construct training samples.
Method
We take a pair of dressed-human silhouettes (front and side) and human height as input and get clothes sizes as output. We propose a data-driven method to efficiently estimate body sizes from dressed-human silhouettes. With body sizes in hand, we obtain clothes sizes by searching the size chart. Figure 1 shows the overview of our method which contains 4 processes. We use a database [1] of 3D naked and dressed bodies to learn: (a) the relationship between height and silhouette size under our virtual camera configuration; (b) the relationship between dressed-human silhouette and 2D body landmarks and (c) the relationship between 2D body sizes and 3D body sizes. The training data is introduced in section 3.1 and the main processes are illustrated in the following sections.
Training Data Preparation
We use the training database constructed by previous work [1] . The training database has 1081 × 5 pairs of 3D naked and dressed bodies in total. The 3D naked bodies are synthesized from real bodies with a standard pose in MPI database [19] . The corresponding dressed bodies are acquired by dressing naked bodies with physically based cloth simulation. We get dressed-human silhouettes by projecting 3D dressed bodies in front and side views under our virtual camera configuration. The landmarks of 3D naked bodies are projected to 2D landmarks. 3D body sizes are computed by measuring 3D naked bodies in the database. In summary, our training data contains 3D body sizes, 2D landmarks and dressedhuman silhouettes.
Silhouette Size Estimation
Camera configuration (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) has an effect on the size and shape of the human silhouette. Therefore, most image-based methods [1] [17] need camera calibration to recover 3D information from the silhouette. However, when the camera points approximately to the center of human, the direction of camera view is orthogonal to human plane and the distance between camera and human is relatively far, perspective projection has little effects on the shape of body contour. We set our virtual camera configuration and restrict the input of our method to satisfy these three conditions. We use height information as a clue to estimate the silhouette size under our virtual camera configuration.
We suppose a linear relationship between human height and silhouette size, and use training data to learn the relationship. The bounding box of body contour is computed, and we calculate the height of the bounding box (abbr. BBH) and the width of the bounding box (abbr. BBW ). We also compute the height information of bodies in the training database. For silhouettes in the training database, we have their BBH and BBW values and compute the ratio between them (BBH-BBW-Ratio, abbr. HW R). Then we train a linear model (Ridge Regression [10] ) with training samples whose data are (height, HW R) and labels are BBH. We also tried several other models to fit the training data and compare their results in section 4.2. 
2D Landmarks Regression
The locations of body landmarks we use are shown in figure 2 (a) , which are related to the body size measurements. We estimate the positions of 2D landmarks for both front and side silhouettes using a regression method similar to [1] .
Song et al. [1] regress 3D landmarks using a pair of silhouettes (front and side) with a boosting tree regression method. They construct training samples as front and side silhouettes, initial and target 3D landmarks, and learn the relationship between the appearance of silhouettes and 3D landmarks movements. They define the feature descriptor as the displacement from projected 2D landmarks and their nearest contour points. For projecting landmarks, they need to calibrate the camera.
We train two separate models for both front silhouette and side silhouette. Our training samples consist of front or side silhouette, initial and target 2D landmarks. We adopt the same boosting tree regression method to estimate 2D landmarks from the silhouettes. For more details of the regression method, please refer to section 6 of [1].
Body Sizes Estimation
We use the measurements which are closely related to clothes size as our 3D body sizes ( figure 2 (b) ), and estimate 3D body sizes from 2D landmarks. We first obtain 2D body sizes by computing the distances between related 2D landmarks. The correspondences between 2D body sizes and 2D landmarks are shown in table 1. Then we predict 3D body sizes using 2D body sizes with a linear regression model. 2D distances (unit: pixel) between related 2D landmarks are computed as 2D body sizes. Our 3D body sizes are classified into length information and girth information. Length information is acquired by computing 3D distances between related 3D landmarks. The correspondences between length values and related 3D landmarks are similar to 2D situation (table 1) . Each girth information of body is related to a group of vertices which are marked with pink color in figure  3 (a) . These 3D vertices are projected to a plane and we compute the convex- hull of 2D projected points. We define the girth value as the circumference of the convex-hull. Figure 3 (b) shows two examples of girth calculation.
We suppose a linear relationship between 2D sizes and 3D sizes, and use training data to train the regression model (ridge regression). 2D body sizes are prepared as the data of training samples, while 3D body sizes are used as the label of training samples. We train a separate model for each body size. We also try several other regression models to fit training data, and compare their results in section 4.4. Figure 4 shows an example of men's apparel sizing for online shopping. 4 According to the measurements of neck, chest, sleeve, waist, hip and inseam, customers determine their clothes sizes. Our proposed body sizes contain these information and are consistent with the common size chart. 
Size Chart Searching
Results
The hardware environment for our experiments is a 64-bit desktop with 32GB RAM. The processor is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790K CPU at 4.00GHz. The whole procedure completes within 0.1 second. The prediction time-consumption of size regression is within 1e −4 second. 2D landmarks regression costs about 1.60e −2 second. We illustrate our testing data in section 4.1. The whole procedure and each process of our method are evaluated in the following sections. We should mention that currently we use male bodies in 1 clothes type to validate our framework.
Testing Data Illustration
We use the testing database of previous work [1] containing 637 pairs of 3D naked and dressed bodies, which are separate from training database. The resolution of testing silhouettes is 800 × 600. The average BBH (i.e., height of human bounding box) value of front silhouettes is 362.98 pixels and the average BBH value of side silhouettes is 372.26 pixels. We use testing data to evaluate each process of our pipeline and the whole procedure in the following sections.
Estimation Error of Silhouette Size
We compute BBH (i.e., height of human bounding box), HW R (i.e., BBH/BBW ) and height values for testing data. With HW R and height values of testing data as input, we estimate BBH value with several regression models and compare the results with the ground truth. Table 2 and 3 compare the estimation error for BBH value. The results show that ridge regression performs best for both front and side conditions. 
Regression Error of 2D Landmarks
We project 3D dressed bodies and 3D landmarks of naked bodies in the testing database to dressed-human silhouettes and 2D landmarks with the same virtual camera. Given dressed-human silhouette, we regress 2D landmarks positions and compare them with the ground truth. The average landmarks regression error is 0.64 pixel for font silhouette and 0.57 pixel for side silhouette.
Estimation Error of Body Sizes
For testing data, we compute 2D body sizes and 3D body sizes. Then we use 2D body sizes to estimate 3D body sizes with several regression models, and compare the results with the ground truth. Table 4 illustrates the error of different regression models. 
Overall Estimation Error of Body Sizes
In this section, we test the overall estimation error of 3D body sizes. For each testing data, we take dressed-human silhouettes and height information as input, and use 3D body sizes as the ground truth. Firstly, we estimate silhouette size with ridge regression method and resize silhouette. Secondly, we regress 2D landmarks from resized silhouette. Thirdly, based on estimated 2D landmarks, we compute 2D body sizes. Finally, 3D body sizes are acquired using 2D body sizes with ridge regression method. Figure 5 shows the average error for each one of 20 body sizes. With the same testing database, Song et al. [1] estimate chest/waist/hip girth and height. The results show that we can acquire comparative accuracy. We should mention that the time-consumption of [1] is within 4 seconds while ours is within 0.1 second. Our method is more efficient for clothes size suggestions for online shopping.
Implementation Details
The configurations of regression methods for size estimation are shown in table 5. For 2D landmarks regression, the configuration is the same as [1] whose regression target is 3D landmarks. 
Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work
We adopt 20 body sizes which are closely related to clothes size, including length information and girth information of 3D body. We explore an automatic frame-work to efficiently estimate 3D body sizes from dressed-human silhouettes. We get rid of camera calibration through estimating the size of silhouette under known virtual camera configuration with human height information. We learn the relationship between the positions of 2D landmarks and the appearance of silhouette. Several regression models are tried to estimate 3D body sizes from 2D body sizes. We have compared several regression models and ridge regression is most suitable for our tasks. The whole procedure and each process of our framework are evaluated. Our method completes in less than 0.1 second and the average estimation error of body sizes is 0.824 cm. This satisfies the real-time and accuracy requirements for customers to shop clothes online. We provide an effective and efficient solution for clothes size prediction when customers buy clothes online, but we still face some difficulties to overcome. It will be more convenient if we take natural photos instead of silhouettes as input without the limitation of clothes types. We validate our framework through male bodies and should extend our work to female situations.
